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Introduction: 

Mass public transportation has been an integral part of urban development for 

many decades.  Several forms of public transportation are available, and cities have long 

struggled to decide which types would be the most beneficial.  Madison has used a bus 

system for many years, and a streetcar system was recently proposed as well.  The 

streetcar idea did not go forward and now the city is considering other alternatives.  A 

light rail transit (LRT) system, spreading from the west side of the Madison area to the 

east side of the Madison area is currently being considered.  Despite the high price tag of 

building the rail, there is a somewhat high likelihood of this project moving forward in 

the near future.  Supporters argue that a LRT system has great potential of providing fast 

and environmentally friendly transportation, all while encouraging economic growth in 

Madison.  There are many other externalities that result from a light rail transit system, 

and one of the most important is the effect the rail will have on property value.  Proximity 

to the light rail and property value change appear to be linked based on the idea that, 

“access to a market, downtown, or other central point is an important determinant of the 

value of property” (Gatzlaff and Smith 1993: pg. 54).  Because there does appear to be a 

link between property value and proximity to the rail, we will study the different 

variables that influence change.  It is important to understand this change because 
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property value is linked to many other issues.  Some of these issues include property tax 

rates, mortgage and rent prices, insurance rates, displacement issues, and economic 

development of the entire city.  In one way or another, changing property values from the 

proposed LRT in Madison will affect everyone in the area. 

In order to get a better idea on how Madison area property values will be affected 

by the proposed light rail system, we have looked at many cities that have implemented 

similar public transit systems.  With these studies, we have considered the recurring 

variables that appear to be the most influential on property value.  There appears to be a 

relationship between these variables and property value, and we hope to understand the 

trends in order to assert what the likely effects the proposed LRT system will have on 

property value in the Madison area. 

 

Methods: 

 Every city is different and every city will have a different outcome from the 

implementation of a LRT system.  As stated by Alisdair Rogers in Questioning 

Geography, “Universal explanations or policy prescriptions don’t work well- one size 

does not fit all.  Theories, explanations, models and plans that work well in one part of 

the world do not necessarily travel to another” (Rogers 2005: pg. 281).  Our project 

depends on understanding what has happened to other cities with LRT and looking at 

Madison on a small scale to understand unique characteristics that will affect Madison 

both similarly and differently from these other cities.  It was not possible for this study to 

prove what will happen to property values in Madison, Wisconsin upon creation of a 

LRT system, but there are ways to estimate what might happen.  This study began by 
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researching the numerous different rail systems that exist in many cities around the 

world.  The variables that appeared to affect property value in conjunction with a LRT 

were considered and were then applied to the Madison area.  These variables were 

applied to this study through looking at property value, population density, economic 

growth, and activity center data with the use of GIS.  The three main routes that are being 

considered for the Madison LRT were then overlaid onto these maps to get a better idea 

of how property values would be affected by each route.  By considering the variables 

discussed in the literature review and by analyzing the characteristics of the land at the 

census tract level, the routes that would influence property value change the most were 

determined.  Finally, the different proposals were ranked to determine the route that most 

positively changed property value.  Positive change in property value included many 

different factors such as an increase in overall property value, avoidance of displacement 

and gentrification issues, and likelihood of economic development.  

 

Literature Review:  

General Findings:  

City populations all around the world are growing (Population Reference Bureau 

2009: pg. 1).  Urban sprawl, population growth, commuter travel times, and 

environmental problems have created a demand for transportation systems that are more 

suitable for urban areas to thrive and sustain themselves within the present world 

economy.  Light rail transit systems are one proposed solution to many cities’ 

transportation problems, which include traffic congestion, commute time, and 

environmental concerns.  There are currently many discussions among policy makers to 
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implement a LRT system in Madison, WI (transport2020.net).  A major concern of the 

implementation of a LRT system is the affect the rail could have on surrounding property 

values.  There are many interest groups that articulate both sides of this discussion and 

though it cannot be proven how the land will be affected, it is quite apparent that 

commercial and residential land value will be affected in one way or another.  

 The University of California-Fullerton Campus conducted a survey of properties 

located near LRT systems in several cities.  The authors discuss the idea that LRT tends 

to enhance the “amenities neighborhoods can offer” (Cockerill and Stanley 2003: pg. 7).  

Amenities include increased access to transportation, increased access to businesses, and 

a decrease in traffic congestion (Cockerill and Stanley 2003: pg. 7).  These amenities 

provide an overall positive effect on the neighborhoods. The results of their study also 

conclude that noise and air pollution can be detrimental to property values, especially 

within 300 feet of the track. (Cockerill and Stanley 2003: pg. 13)  They go on to conclude 

that property values only decrease within ¼ mile of the rail, while properties within a ¼-1 

mile radius increase in value, especially over time as residents adjust to the positive 

values of LRT (Cockerill and Stanley 2003: pg. 6).  This suggests that properties that are 

between ¼ mile and 1 mile from a station allow for the benefit of access to the rail, 

without experiencing the negative externalities of noise and air pollution. 

 Brincherhoff concluded in another study that properties closer to LRT employ a 

negative impact on property values.  He discovered that LRT systems create noise 

pollution and vibration problems that can potentially have a negative effect on property 

value.   This is especially true for heavy rail trains, such as the Bay Area Rapid Transit 

(BART) in San Francisco.  The BART does exhibit some noise and vibration problems 
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for parcels along the tracks while the CALTrain (a LRT) in San Mateo Valley, California 

does not experience the same noise problems (Brincherhoff 2001: pg. 2).  The main 

differences between the BART and the CALTrain have to do with the train design and 

the types of tracks installed.  The CALTrain is designed to provide quieter rides while the 

BART rail, a heavy rail system, has proven to be a much noisier train (Brincherhoff 

2001: pg. 2).  This study implies that noise and vibration problems can be controlled 

through the type of train used and the type of tracks used. 

 A report by the American Transportation Association (ATA) makes claim for the 

positive impacts of LRT on property value.  Residential and commercial properties that 

are located within a 5-10 minute walk from a LRT station can ask for higher rent and 

sustain a higher value on their property than a building further away (ATA 2008: pg. 2).  

The ATA cited the UC-Fullerton study and found that light rail transit systems have 

enhanced property values 2 - 18% in Portland, Sacramento, San Diego and Santa Clara 

(ATA 2008: pg. 2).  They discovered that real estate developers are focusing on the high 

demand for “denser, walking, mixed use communities” because “less than 2% of new 

housing starts are in this category” (ATA 2008: pg. 4). Developers recognize the desire 

for these new communities, and this will likely drive up the value of the properties that 

are in these types of areas.  

 A light rail system in Seattle, WA, called the Sound Transit, originally had many 

complaints and concerns regarding the noise levels emitted from the trains.  The noise 

appeared to specifically bother two homes that were within a few hundred feet of the rail 

(Toler 2009: pg. 2).  These houses were eventually abandoned because of the noise 

problems.  Neighbors further away have also complained about how loud the trains are.  
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Seattle city officials have plans to curb the noise problem relating to the rail system.  One 

such plan includes an $80,000 soundproof wall to block excess noise (Toler 2009: pg. 2).  

Other possible solutions include installing air conditioners in resident’s homes and to 

lubricate the tracks so that the train will not make as much noise all together (Toler 2009: 

pg. 3).  The problems exhibited by the Sound Transit challenge Brincherhoff’s conclusion 

that the light rail trains will be less disruptive than heavy rail trains.  Despite the fact that 

the Sound Transit is a light rail, it has driven people out of their homes due to the 

unbearable noise. 

 Population growth of a city was one of the biggest factors to consider when 

evaluating the potential effects a LRT system will have on property value.  Much of the 

success or failure of a new mass transportation system depends on the city it is in.  As 

expected, many studies point to growing cities as needing mass transportation 

infrastructure built.  Generally speaking, the increase in population in a city results in 

more traffic congestion, and this often leads to an increase in demand for a quick and 

effective mass transportation system.  As shown through the Dallas LRT system (DART) 

and the Santa Clara LRT systems, this often will lead to an increase in property value.  

Buffalo, NY is a much different story, as the city’s population has been experiencing 

heavy decline (Hess and Almeida 2007: pg. 1042).  Ridership has dropped greatly from 

the Buffalo LRT and subsequently, the property value increases seen in most other cities 

are not as strong in Buffalo (Hess and Almeida 2007: pg. 1061).  However, there has still 

been a slight increase in property value among most station areas in Buffalo, implying 

that despite the growth or decline of city population, the light rail transit system will still 

generally boost property values (Hess and Almeida 2007: pg. 1062). 
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 Overall, there appears to be a link between a successful rail system and increased 

property values.   Kuby et. al. conclude that a LRT system sees success when ridership 

rates are high (Kuby et. al 2004: pg. 244).  If the citizens are utilizing the rail and 

ridership is high, it is likely that property values will increase, as access to a successful 

means of public transportation would be beneficial to many.  If the rail is rarely used, 

citizens will only experience the negative externalities, such as increased noise pollution, 

without experiencing any of the positive externalities, such as access to transportation 

(Kuby et. al 2004: pg. 244).  Kuby et. al highlighted many of these variables that 

determined success of a LRT system.  Population density, employment centers, traffic 

congestion, and socioeconomic status all were very important variables (Kuby et. al 

2004: pg. 226, 227).  Areas that had higher population density, more jobs, and higher 

traffic congestion did generally have higher ridership rates (Kuby et. al 2004: pg. 226, 

227).  There was not a clear conclusion of the link between socioeconomic status and 

ridership rates however.  Generally, it appears that lower income people tend to use 

public transportation more, but for short distance trips (Kuby et. al 2004: pg. 226).  This 

would cause lower income people to use bus systems more than a rail system.  Some also 

argue that wealthier people will ride the rail because they generally have longer distances 

to travel, and a rail system is better suited for this need (Kuby et. al 2004: pg. 227).  If 

these arguments are indeed true, light rail stations would be better suited in middle to 

upper income areas.  However, there was no real consensus on what factor of 

socioeconomic status truly affected ridership.  What can be concluded is that granting 

access to the people who will use the rail the most will lead to a successful rail system.  

This should in turn lead to increased property values. 
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Residential Property Values: 

We found several journal articles that focused primarily on the relationship 

between residential property value change and light rail transit networks.  Residential 

property is defined as property whose primary function is for habitation rather than for 

commercial or industrial use.  Each of the studies were unique in the combination of 

study areas, methods, and assumptions, but they shared certain overall themes and 

qualities, most notably that light rail was not the most significant variable influencing 

property value.  

Several studies acknowledged the theory that transportation infrastructure can 

improve accessibility to employment and other amenities (Hess and Almeida 2007, 

Stecker 2005, Du and Mulley 2007).  Conventional urban economic theory suggests a 

positive relationship between improvements to transport systems and the value of 

property. In other words, residential property values rise with decreasing distance to a 

transit station and with decreasing distance to a central business district (Alonso, 1964: 

pg. 37).  

The Stecker study attempted to analyze changes in property values in the 

communities the Hiawatha rail network served in Minneapolis, MN, as did the Du and 

Mulley and the Hess and Almeida studies. Some studies focused only on the light rail as 

a variable in property value, but the studies that included other variables (not just light 

rail) were more enlightening. The Sunderland, UK, article, Buffalo, NY, and Hiawatha 

articles emphasized the importance of examining “evidence as to how much value 

transport facilities add to land value” (Du and Mulley 2007: pg. 223).  
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The variety of methods used in the different studies shed light on good and bad 

research models available. A study of Minneapolis’ Hiawatha Light Rail line employed 

GIS models and several maps to support the claim that accessibility to the light rail is a 

“positive attribute in assessing property values" (Stecker, 2005: pg. 8). The author’s 

methods were somewhat successful—she overlaid several datasets onto a reference map 

and created a map of market value change from 2000-2004 in the Hiawatha corridor. The 

sample size was exclusively single-family properties, and the author chose areas that had 

development opportunities. The researcher began by locating single-family residences in 

the Hiawatha corridor and mapping the density of single-family residences in the 

Minneapolis/St. Paul area. The purpose of this was to see what station areas would be 

affected the greatest by property value change. The author chose a large sample size-

28,000 parcels of residential property, equivalent to 79 percent of parcels in the area 

(Stecker 2005: pg. 4).  She collected property market values for three dates: one year 

before construction, one year after construction, and 4 years after construction.  She also 

created maps of the sale value distribution and finally analyzed the patterns evident in the 

maps to draw her conclusions. This was fairly successful, except that she neglected to 

account for other variables that affected property value, such as neighborhood 

characteristics and access to different services.  

In another study of light rail extension in Sunderland, UK, a researcher employed 

a different study design than the Hiawatha study (Du and Mulley 2007: pg. 224).  Instead 

of using GIS and maps to convey results, the Sunderland study used regression analysis 

to compare property price indices against transaction house prices.  The author employed 

both qualitative and quantitative approaches in the study of the rail network extension.  
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The author shaped her study based on the hypothesis that neighborhood characteristics, 

time, and property type were important variables in property value change (Du and 

Mulley 2007: pg. 225).  The authors acquired transaction house price data from three 

points in time: before construction of the light rail, immediately after opening, and 

several years after the light rail extension was installed. This study chose four research 

areas adjacent to light rail stations and also chose four control areas that were similar to 

the research areas. After acquiring transaction housing prices for three points in time, the 

author compared this data against property price indices found in a UK government land 

registry. The author was able to break down the data into multi-family housing as well as 

single-family residences, thereby providing a better sense of price change dispersion 

across property types (Du and Mulley 2007: pg. 227). This seemed to be a more 

comprehensive study of property variables than other studies, as Du and Mully 

considered the effects of many different variables in their analysis. 

One of the similarities among the study methods was the use of a buffer of one 

quarter to one half mile around rail stations. Based on other studies of residential property 

value (Diaz 1999; Du and Mulley 2007; Stecker 2005), a distance of approximately one-

quarter mile around transit stations was assumed to represent an accurate buffer for 

property value change. One of the major assumptions made was that ‘property value 

impacts tend to be highly localized around rail stations, which suggest that attention must 

be given to the location of stations… The distance is determined by the distance of a 

reasonable walk from a station, generally one quarter mile to one half mile’ (Diaz, 1999: 

pg 98). 
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 Most of the studies concluded that not one, but several variables impact property 

value change. The variables differed from city to city, but in Buffalo, NY, for example, 

the number of bathrooms, geographic location on East or West side of town, and size of 

land parcel were found to be more significant than proximity to light rail station (Hess 

and Almeida, 2006: pg. 1042).  In Buffalo, decreasing ridership and decreasing 

population were also factors in property value.  Other significant variables we found are 

the scale of the city, scale of the transit network, time, and accessibility to employment or 

other central locations.  According to Du and Mulley, “house prices are a function of 

many other features such as the number of bedrooms, the general state of decoration, and 

whether or not... there is a garage. These factors are hard to separately identify when 

using a single house price as the basis for analysis... As a result, some benefits associated 

with Metro may not be identified by this type of statistical analysis” (Du and Mulley 

2007: pg. 232).  Du and Mulley also acknowledged “The existence of a Metro may help 

improve the image of a city, thus contributing to the strong overall growth of property 

prices” (Du and Mulley 2007: pg. 232). 

Many of the conclusions of the studies shed light on possible trends that exist for 

residential property value change.  The purpose of the Sunderland study, for example, 

was to determine whether or not the light rail installation was related to the positive 

property value change that the Sunderland area experienced. Based on raw transaction 

house prices, the author predicted that the light rail extension did have a positive 

relationship with the increase in property value.  After performing regression analysis on 

the data compared with a property price index, however, the author found that the 

correlation was not significant. Access to light rail was not the most significant factor in 
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determining property value (Du and Mulley 2007: pg. 232).  The Hiawatha article also 

found no significant increase along the LRT corridor, but no negative impacts on 

property values.  Stecker’s conclusion for the Hiawatha line was that accessibility from 

Light Rail Transit is considered a positive attribute, especially around station areas, but is 

not a significant influence on property values (Stecker 2005: pg. 2).  The author 

acknowledged that her study was conducted only one year after the light rail was 

constructed and this early of a study may not truly represent property value trends.  

According to urban economic theory and emphasized by other studies, a study needs to 

be conducted three to five years after construction to assess the actual impacts.  Overall, 

we found that there often appears to be a correlation between LRT and increased property 

value, but other variables besides light rail need to be considered when assessing impacts 

of residential property value.  Because of this, it is important to analyze not only access 

points in our study of Madison, but other factors such as type of housing unit and overall 

neighborhood characteristics around the proposed rail stations.  Some factors such as 

number of bedrooms or bathrooms and quality of the décor in the home will be beyond 

the reach of our analysis. 

 

Commercial Property Values:  

 Much of the research that has been conducted in regards to rail systems and 

property value has focused specifically on residential property value.  Unfortunately, 

there is not a lot of data on LRT systems and the effects it will have on commercial 

property value.  Most research on the impact of rail transit on commercial property values 

concerns heavy rail systems.  Heavy rail systems produce far more noise than LRT, 
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leading to an un-desirable location next to the rail line in the former system.  One such 

example of a heavy rail system is the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) 

system, which was discussed earlier.  Though there were issues with noise pollution, 

there was still significant economic growth.  In this case, some of the greatest growth in 

business and in commercial property value was in anticipation of the light rail during the 

planning and construction stages (Cervero and Duncan 2001: pg. 5).    The noise 

problems were obviously not desirable, but there were a lot of positive attitudes towards 

the new transit system and this led to high increases in property value.  This finding was 

also evident in the Washington D.C. metro, where prices rose in anticipation of the new 

mass transportation system (Cervero and Duncan 2001: pg. 6).  Follow up studies have 

not been done to see if the metro continued to raise the value of nearby property in the 

same manner. 

 One study regarding LRT systems specifically looked at the Dallas Area Rapid 

Transit (DART) system.  The results of the implementation of this system were extremely 

positive, as businesses and office areas around the DART saw great increases in property 

value.  Retail businesses saw a value added premium of 30%, and the only shopping mall 

within proximity to DART saw 100% occupancy, even with a 20% increase in rent 

(Cervero and Duncan 2001: pg. 6).  This implies that it was worth paying the higher rent 

prices because there was an increase in business.  Similar success was seen in Santa 

Clara, CA.  Here, lease transactions were studied and it was determined that after the 

LRT system was put in place, rental properties saw an increase within three quarters of a 

mile to the station.  This included retail businesses and office buildings (Cervero and 

Duncan 2001: pg. 7). 
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 It is interesting to consider the causes of increased commercial land values that 

these areas experienced.  Ridership is a big key to success, as businesses will only start or 

grow along the new light rail if there is a good amount of people using the system.  If the 

commuting trend catches on, there is great potential for many new businesses.  Aside 

from ridership, one of the most important causes of the increased value is linked to 

location and efficiency of the light rail.  Transit systems that can get people to where they 

need to be within 45 minutes during their peak period will lead to a higher value (Cervero 

and Duncan 2001: pg. 17).  Transit systems that are located in unsafe and inconvenient 

areas of the city will likely lead to decreasing land values and little economic 

development. 

 There is also a strong link between increased commercial property values and 

having services and public uses nearby.  Such services include restaurants, shops, pubs, 

and child-care centers (Cervero and Duncan 2001: pg. 20).  This allows for people to do 

many tasks near the rail instead of having to travel all over town for the different things 

they need.  For example, a rail system that allows someone to drop off their children at 

day care, brings them within walking distance to their place of employment, and also puts 

them within walking distance of a place to get lunch will see much greater success than 

one that does not provide these services.  Development plans would have to be made by 

cities in order to spark planned and structured growth so that all commercial lands would 

benefit in a similar fashion. 

 The little research that has been done on the topic of LRT system effects on 

commercial property value seem to show that businesses will generally see an increase in 

their property values.  The American Public Transportation supports this idea by saying 
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“For every $10 million of capital invested in public transportation, communities see $30 

million in increased business sales” (Allison and Martinez 2009: pg. 1).  However, there 

still does seem to be some potential problems that could arise.  While the BART system 

and the metro in Washington D.C. saw great increases in business in anticipation of the 

light rail, other cities such as Seattle had problems in the preliminary stages.  

Specifically, the construction of the transit system interfered with business enough that 

some businesses were forced to shut down (Allison and Martinez 2009: pg. 2).  Though it 

is hard to say what the outcome would be for every commercial property parcel, it does 

seem to be an accepted overall conclusion that a LRT system will increase commercial 

property values. 

 

Industrial Property Value: 

 Not many studies have been conducted focusing on the effects a LRT system 

could have on industrial property value.  It is likely that these property values would also 

increase, simply because of the benefit of accessibility to mass public transportation for 

the workers.  This however has not been proven through research and cannot be used as a 

conclusion to the effects it may have in Madison.   

 

Conclusion: 

 Many studies thus far show that LRT systems appear to increase property values 

due to accessibility to transportation in high-density areas.  Though this was the overall 

trend, other factors that influenced property value were also determined in order to truly 

understand the effects a LRT will have in Madison.  These factors include neighborhood 
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characteristics, type of unit or parcel, services available, economic growth, and the 

number of jobs in the area.  All of these factors appear to be important when studying the 

effects a light rail system will have on property value.  There is no way to be certain how 

a LRT system would impact property values in Madison, but using our knowledge from 

other’s research allows us to make predictions on how Madison’s property values will 

change with a LRT system.    

 

Project Results: 

Three Alternatives Undergoing Detailed Analysis: 

 The results section aims to analyze unique characteristics of the Madison area, 

and the potential property value change Madison parcels will endure with the 

implementation of a LRT system.  Much of the analysis is based around the central claim 

that a successful LRT system, that is one that sees high ridership and usage, will lead to 

increased property values.  After the different routes are analyzed to determine variables 

that affect property value, the routes will be ranked according to which most positively 

benefits property value.  

There are currently three main routes that are undergoing “detailed analysis” by 

Transport 2030 and the City of Madison.  This means that it is these three routes that will 

be considered should the Madison LRT project go through.  These routes have some 

overlap, but each has a distinguishing characteristic that would affect the success of the 

Madison LRT and property values differently.  Each alternative will be analyzed to 

determine similar and unique characteristics of each.   
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  It is important to understand that each three of these alternatives use different 

styles of trains including self-propelled rail cars, electric, and diesel-electric hybrid 

(Transport 2030).  Differences in noise levels will be noticeable between electric and 

diesel cars specifically, but we will assume that the type of train used will not determine 

the difference in property value, but rather it is the service and access of transportation 

that drives property value change.   
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Alternative 1: 

 

(transport2020.net) 
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 This map is one of two alternatives that begins in Middleton.  As displayed by the 

population density map (which follows after the three alternative routes are discussed), 

there is a fair amount of people in the Middleton area.   This implies that there is the 

potential of a fairly high ridership rate (assuming a correlation between high population 

density and high ridership).  

The stations from Whitney Way to the Kohl Center/Park Street are the same in all 

three alternatives.  Thus, none of these stations will contribute to the ranking of the three 

routes but rather have been analyzed to simply understand the potential effects that each 

location will have on surrounding properties.  Stations at Midvale Blvd, UW Hospital, 

and the Kohl Center all represent very high traffic areas.  

This route’s unique quality comes once the train passes the Capitol area.  It moves 

through some of the lower income areas in Madison, out past East Towne Mall.  This 

provides a great service of transportation out to East Towne and Sun Prairie, but the low-

income area the rail travels through raises some concerns of displacement and 

gentrification.  Displacement issues aside, the access to the East Towne area would 

provide many perks for residents and visitors through access to shopping centers, hotels, 

restaurants, and many other businesses located on the east side of Madison. 
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Alternative 2: 

 

(transport2020.net) 
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This route starts in Middleton, similarly to Alternative 1.  It takes the exact same 

route as Alternative 1 all the way to Baldwin St. on the east side of the Capitol.  From the 

Baldwin St. station, the rail moves northeast and eventually ends up at the Dane County 

Regional Airport.  Similarly to Alternative 1, the LRT would be going through some 

lower income neighborhoods.  Many of the same issues with gentrification and 

displacement discussed in Alternative 1 exist in this route.   

This route is unique because it provides access to the Dane County Regional 

Airport.  None of the other routes utilize the airport, so it must be considered if this is a 

beneficial route to take.  The Dane County Regional Airport currently has over 4,000 

employees making it the third largest employer in Madison (DCRA).  The major 

employment the airport provides and potential ridership from guests arriving at the Dane 

County Regional Airport suggests potential of high ridership.  It is also likely that any 

excess noise from the train would not be an extreme problem, as neighborhoods in the 

area already experience excess noise from the airport. 

This route also passes through one of the only industrial areas in Madison.  

Literature regarding industrial property value change in accordance to a LRT system was 

not available, so affects cannot be confidently predicted.  
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Alternative 3: 

 

(transport2020.net) 
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 The final alternative undergoing detailed analysis is the only route that does not 

begin in Middleton.  Rather, this route begins on Mineral Point Rd. around West Towne 

Mall, and moves through the isthmus, eventually out to East Towne Mall.  Because this 

route begins by West Towne Mall, it moves through much more of a commercial area 

than the other routes do.  Mineral Point Rd. has many businesses, restaurants, and many 

other services available.  Also, the west side of Madison is one of the fastest growing 

business centers in the county.  Many new businesses are developing around Mineral 

Point Rd., and this is an opportunity for not only providing transportation for consumers, 

but employees also.   

Along with this route’s connection to many important business centers, the rail 

near West Towne would be street-running, which would allow for passengers to be 

dropped off much closer to their destinations.  This is definitely a benefit for passengers 

and could considerably increase ridership of the train on this route.   

This train eventually makes its way to Whitney Way and takes nearly the exact 

same route as Alternative 1 to East Towne Mall.  Potential impacts of the light rail on 

property value from Whitney way to East Towne Mall would thus be very similar to that 

of Alternative 1.  There is one small difference this route has from Alternative 1 and that 

lies in the isthmus area: the rail would be designed to be street running on Wilson and 

Doty St. from Broom St. to King St..  The idea of this is to bring passengers closer to 

their destinations in downtown Madison (similar to its design on Mineral Point Rd). 
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Major Variables under Analysis: 

 Through reviewing the literature regarding property value change in conjunction 

with a LRT system, major variables that affect the property value of parcels along the rail 

have been determined.  Major variables that we examined and applied to the proposed 

Madison LRT system include ridership rates, economic development and business 

growth, neighborhood characteristics, and population density,.  These variables were 

chosen on the central claim that a successful light rail system will lead to higher property 

values along the rail stations.  Variables such as ridership rates and population density are 

essential to understand in order to have a successful and highly utilized light rail system.  

All of these variables have been researched in many other cities throughout the U.S. and 

have been studied in our literature review.  The impact these variables have had on other 

cities have been examined and will be applied to the Madison LRT system in hopes of 

determining which plan will be the best in regards to property value change.  The 

following maps will be used to help determine the geospatial trends of the variables that 

we have studied.  
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Map 1: Population Density of Madison 

 

(Map produced by Mary Collins, data from U.S. Census Bureau) 
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The purpose of creating a population density map of Dane County is to understand the 

distribution of residences in the Madison metropolitan area.  Population density trends are 

critical to understand in order to determine which areas would be best served by a light rail.  

Based on the population density displayed in the map and in supplementary population statistics, 

we can make observations about what areas might be well served by a light rail network. The 

isthmus, more specifically census tracts 16.01, 16.02, and 17.01, is the most densely populated 

area of Madison with about 15,000 residents per square mile (U.S. Census Bureau).  Each of the 

three proposed tracks runs through the isthmus, which is good because the light rail would serve 

a large portion of the Madison population. The census tracts adjacent to the West, South, and 

East shores of Lake Mendota seem to have a large population to serve, as well as a relatively 

high population density. While these statistics do not explicitly tell us where ridership is highest, 

it does provide us with a sense of where a high number of light rail passengers might come from 

(assuming a direct correlation between high population density and high ridership). It is 

important to note that, according to the Transport 2030 project, the population of Dane County 

will experience a net increase of 26.6% (55,350 people) over the next 30 years 

(transport2020.net). This is relevant to the light rail plan because Transport 2030 foresees adding 

more light rail stations and lines as outlying communities grow. Also relevant is the predicted 

increase in number of commuters from adjacent counties coming into Dane County for 

employment. Transport 2030 reported that work trip commuting is “forecasted to nearly double 

from approximately 31,000 per day in the year 2000 to around 60,000 per day by the year 2030” 

(transport2020.net) 
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Map 2: Major Activity Hubs- Dane County 

 

(Map produced by Mary Collins, data from the City of Madison) 
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 A map that explains the geospatial trends of activity centers in Madison helps us 

understand where the current business and residential activity is located.  Activity centers 

are places that people live, work, shop, eat, relax, and entertain themselves. There are 

major activity centers all around Madison, and the central activity center is downtown 

Madison.  This is the largest activity center, followed by East Towne Mall area and also 

many areas on the west side along Mineral Point Road.  There are many activity centers 

located around nearly all of the stations from all three alternatives that are being 

considered.  The third alternative that begins in the West Towne Mall area seems to do 

the best job of following the major activity hubs of Madison.  In fact, Alternative 3 nearly 

follows the major activity hubs perfectly from the west to the east side of Madison, 

making it the optimal route when considering where the most activity is occurring in 

Madison currently. 

 Though it is beneficial to examine where the current activity centers of Madison 

are today, the LRT in Madison, if implemented, would not be ready to use until 

somewhere around 2030.  This makes it essential to not only understand where the major 

activity centers currently are, but where they will be growing in the future.  The 

following map shows where the greatest business and residential growth has been 

occurring in Madison.  Through understanding where activity is now, and where it will be 

in the future, we will be able to make a better prediction as to which route will be the 

most beneficial. 
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Map 3: Areas of Greatest Residential and Commercial Growth- Madison 

 

(Map produced by Mary Collins, data from U.S. Census Bureau) 
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 Map 3 examines the amount of business and residential growth from  1990-2007 

in Madison, WI.  Here, growth is measured by the amount of new buildings constructed 

in each zip code.  In map 2, the biggest overall activity area was in the downtown isthmus 

area.  Interestingly, this area is only undergoing slight growth as shown in map 3.  The 

geography of the isthmus definitely limits the amount of growth that is possible, and city 

ordinances such as the Capitol Preservation Act, which restricts building height, also 

restrict downtown growth.  Because of this, other areas of Madison are forced to grow in 

response to the rising population of the city.  The west side, specifically the area just 

south of Mineral Point Rd., is undergoing major growth.  This area is one of the major 

activity centers in Madison, as displayed by map 2, and it is also the area that has been 

growing the most.  This makes Alternative 3 the route that shows the greatest potential of 

serving the greatest amount of people in the near future.  Alternative 3 is specifically 

beneficial because it employs many of the characteristics of successful LRT systems on 

commercial properties discussed in the literature review.  Those characteristics include 

access to multiple services near a station (Cervero and Duncan 2001: pg. 20), high traffic 

congestion (Kuby et. al 2004: pg. 226-227), and a large employment center (Kuby et. al 

2004: pg. 226-227).  Mineral Point Rd. has the benefit of shopping centers, restaurants, 

business offices, and residential space as well.  These things combined together generally 

are correlated with a positive increase in property value for commercial parcels. 

Alternative 2 showed smaller activity centers in map 2, especially northeast of the 

isthmus to the Dane County Regional Airport.  In map 3, there is only slight growth from 

1990-2007 in area around the airport.  This raises some concerns that this alternative 
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would not serve the most people and benefit the economy as best as the other proposed 

routes. 

 

Effects at the Census Tract Level: 

 In order to understand Madison at a smaller scale, we analyzed each census tract 

in the Madison area and rated each for likelihood of property value change.  The 

likelihood of property value change was determined by variables such as proximity to the 

light rail stations, neighborhood characteristics, type of properties, employment activity, 

and traffic congestion.  Each tract was qualitatively ranked as low (little or no change to 

property value), medium (some areas of tract could see some property value change), or 

high (most of the tract will see property value change) likelihood of property value 

change. Census tracts that were deemed a high likelihood of enduring property value 

change were further studied to determine specific areas of the tract that would be affected 

and why these areas would experience property value change.  The complete spreadsheet 

of predicted likelihood for every tract in Madison follows in Appendix A. 
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Map 4- Census Tracts with Median Property Value 

 

(Map Produced by Mary Collins, Data from U.S. Census Bureau) 
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Census tract 110 would likely see high property value change with Alternatives 1 

and 2, but would see little with Alternative 3.  We have already discussed that Middleton 

has the potential for high ridership when considering the density, activity center, and 

growth maps.  However, there are some potential problems with this specific tract that 

might make this tract experience negative property value change.  One major issue of 

concern is the overall public transportation trends of Middleton.  In Middleton, nearly 

90% of the Middleton population currently drives an automobile to work while only 2.9% 

uses public transportation (U.S. Census Bureau).  It is true that a light rail system could 

spark interest and increase public transportation rates, but these numbers imply that there 

is virtually no interest of public transportation in Middleton, especially compared to 

Madison’s average of over 7% (U.S. Census Bureau).  Though this tract would have great 

access with two stations, there does not appear to be the passenger base that is necessary 

to have a successful light rail.  Immediately, this raises concerns about the likelihood of 

success of the LRT and negative effects alternatives 1 and 2 could have on property 

value. 

 Tract 2.05, directly below 110, would also likely see high changes in property 

value through alternatives 1 and 2.  Many of the same characteristics that tract 110 had, 

2.05 also has.  Some access points are available at the northern section of the tract, and 

this could be beneficial should the rail be highly utilized.  Along the eastern section of 

this tract, there is a high likelihood of negative property value change.  Much of this area 

provides no access points and is occupied by only track.  Noise problems will likely be 

apparent here, and this will likely have a negative effect on property value. 
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 Census tracts 2.04, 2.02, and 2.01 would all likely see great property value change 

with Alternative 3, but not with Alternatives 1 or 2.  There would be three stations within 

the area of each of these tracts, granting quick and easy access for many.  There is a lot of 

commercial development in this area, as displayed by the activity center and growth 

maps.  There are many different services available, and the access to these services 

generally leads an increased property value.  Census data further supports the potential 

success of this area.  Here, only 54.5% drive alone to work and 13.9% use public 

transportation (U.S. Census Bureau).  The public transportation usage in these tracts is 

drastically higher than Middleton and even from most of Madison.  The characteristics of 

these tracts along with the census commuting data signify that these areas will likely 

experience positive property value change.  Property value change would be specifically 

concentrated in the southern section of the 2.04 and 2.02 tracts and throughout the whole 

tract in 2.01. 

 Census tracts 1 and 101 would see high property value change in all three 

alternatives.  In the southern area of the tracts by the stations, there are a large amount of 

commercial areas for passengers to utilize and have access to.  Specifically, Midvale 

Blvd. is a high density shopping area.  Access to grocery stores, a shopping mall, 

bookstores, and coffee shops would all be available through a Midvale Blvd. station.  

This provides the nearby services discussed by Cervero and Duncan and large 

employment opportunities discussed by Kuby et. al.  Also, there is little track going 

through this tract, so the access to the LRT is granted without excessive noise problems.  

The characteristics of this tract appear to affect property value positively. 
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  Census tracts 3 and 8 will both experience increased property value in the 

northern section of the tract, and would likely see little change in the southern part of the 

tracts.  Tract 3 might also be able to gain access to the stations in the 2.01 tract, as these 

stations are within the ¼ - 1 mile distance that Diaz discusses as important (Diaz 1999: 

pg. 98).  This would make many access points available.  This area is mostly residential, 

and the access that is available in these two tracts provide many benefits for citizens in 

this area.  Increased property value will likely be seen in these two tracts. 

 Census Tract 32 consists largely of the Lakeshore Nature Preserve area, so 

property value will likely not be affected here.  However, the access to Lakeshore Nature 

Preserve could be beneficial for riders in general.  People from around the rest of the city 

might ride the light rail to visit the area, especially due to the limited parking available in 

the preserve. Also, tract 32 holds the UW Hospital, the UW School of Medicine and 

Public Health, the UW School of Nursing, and the Pharmacy School.  This provides 

transportation for hundreds of students and thousands of employees.  The UW Hospital 

employs over 800 medical staff alone (University of Wisconsin Hospital & Clinics).  

Considering medical staff, non-medical staff, and students, there are many potential 

riders here, and many would likely benefit from a station in this location.  Census tract 9 

would benefit in the same way for the UW Hospital stop, specifically in the northern 

section of the tract. 

 Census tract 11 has a station located at Union South, which would provide a 

great access point for many University of Wisconsin students.  Residential properties 

would likely increase in value around the Union, which could lead to higher rental prices.  

This would be unfortunate for many students, as they already face some of the highest 
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rent prices in the city.  In this area, only about 45% of citizens drive alone to work and 

about 26% walk to work (U.S. Census Bureau).  Many of the citizens in this area are 

located close to their places of employment, implying a low likelihood that people would 

use the light rail as a means of transportation to work.  However, it is likely that citizens 

of this tract would use the light rail as a means of transportation to places that are further 

away on the east and west side of the city.  This would be beneficial for residents in this 

tract and would likely lead to increased property values.  This station would also be 

beneficial for people that commute into UW.  Professors, lecturers, and UW football fans 

would all greatly benefit from this station. 

  In census tracts 16.01, 16.02, and 17.01, there is a high likelihood of property 

change.  There are mostly duplexes and high-income apartments in this area.  The 

isthmus is a densely populated area that has high employment opportunities, due to state 

and local government and the University of Wisconsin.  Along with being a huge 

employment center of the city, there are many entertainment opportunities that can be 

found in the downtown area.  State Street, the Capitol Square, the Overture Center, and 

the Kohl Center provide many unique opportunities such as the Dane County Farmer’s 

Market, dances on the Monona Terrace, and UW Badger Athletics.  There is limited 

parking space available in this area, especially during special events, so access provided 

via light rail could be very beneficial for business people and visitors.  In this area, only 

about 38% of people drive to work, while about 35% of people walk to work.  Similarly 

to tract 11, people coming into this densely populated area from the outer parts of Dane 

County would greatly benefit from the light rail.  Citizens that lived within the tract 

would also be able to use the light rail as a means of transportation to the east and west 
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side.  Property values would likely increase in this already expensive area, but there is a 

possibility of the effects of the LRT being minimal.  As Du and Malley conclude, there 

are many factors that determine property value.  In this area, median home values are 

already very high at nearly $450,000 (U.S. Census Bureau).  There are many factors that 

make these tracts so expensive, such as high demand for student housing around campus 

and many employment and business opportunities.  The LRT would undoubtedly be 

beneficial for many, but it might not greatly affect value because of all of the other 

important determining factors of property value. 

Census tract 19 borders the isthmus with four proposed stations within or nearby 

for passengers to use.  It is a lower income area as compared to the rest of Dane County.  

There is a coal plant and the Madison Gas and Electric Company situated along the 

southern and central part of the tract.  The air pollution these services emit likely has 

already led to lower property value.  Even though students and lower income residents 

mostly occupy the homes, duplexes, and apartments in tract 19, the area should expect a 

medium to high property value change because of the number of stations available to the 

tract.  The Williamson Street area, with its businesses and high potential for development, 

gives this area a higher advantage for increased property value.  Potential air quality and 

noise concerns from the light rail would likely not be of concern with its current location 

by the coal and electric plants.  As with any low-income area, concerns of gentrification 

and displacement exist.  If the light rail is a success as far as high ridership rates, many 

property values will rise due to accessibility of the rail.  If property values rise around the 

station areas, low-income residents may not be able to afford to pay the increased rent or 
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property tax rates.  This could force some residents to move to other areas around 

Madison.   

 

Census tract 20 will probably experience a medium to high property value change 

since there are four light rail stations proposed for this area.  It is mostly a middle 

income, single-family residential section.  There are however numerous businesses 

situated along this corridor on East Washington.  There are also many popular fast food 

restaurants and other food establishments that could benefit from the light rail.  Tract 20 

currently has about 8% of its population using public transportation (U.S. Census 

Bureau).  This rate is just above Madison’s average.  The potential passenger base and 

the numerous access points, specifically in the northern section of the tract, imply a great 

likelihood of positive property value change. 

Census tract 21 is a middle to high-income area with a mix of residential and 

commercial properties.  This tract borders Maple Bluff, which is home to the Governor of 

Wisconsin.  Property values will likely increase throughout the tract, as there are access 

points in tracts 21, 18, 19, and 20.  All of these stations are within ¼ - 1 mile area of the 

station, putting them within a 5-10 minutes walk- an attribute deemed beneficial by the 

Cockerill and Stanley article and the Diaz article.  Though the area is mostly residential, 

there are some businesses along the southeastern edge along East Washington.  Some 

MATC buildings are located in this tract, and many students and faculty could utilize a 

station here.  There is also a small industrial area on the western edge of the tract where 

Oscar Meyer and Kraft Foods are located.  Many people are employed at this plant, but 

no literature regarding industrial property value change could be found.  Because of this, 
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property value predictions cannot be confidently predicted around the industrial area.  

Overall, the numerous access points and important places such as MATC make this tract 

likely to see increased property values. 

Census Tracts 22 and 25 contain middle to low-income single-family residential 

areas and the Dane County Regional Airport.  The airport and the National Guard employ 

thousands of people but would the LRT benefit more than just the employees of the 

airport?  Kuby et. al determined that airports were relevant to light rail success for more 

than just the employment factor (Kuby et al 2004: pg. 244).  Though many residents 

would not utilize access to the Dane County Airport on a day-to-day basis, there are 

many visitors who could benefit from this access.  Kuby’s analysis could be somewhat 

irrelevant to Madison however.  The cities studied by Kuby et. al were much bigger cities 

such as Dallas, Baltimore, and Denver.  The Dane County Regional Airport does not 

have the same air traffic flow as some of these major airports do, and a route going all the 

way to the airport might be questionable for this reason.   Also, many ground 

transportation options already exist at the airport raising the question if a light rail would 

be necessary.  Major hotels in the area such as the Hilton, Marriott, and Holiday Inn all 

provide shuttle services for their guests (DCRA).  These shuttles are often courtesy 

vehicles meaning that they are free of charge, making it unlikely that visitors staying in 

hotels would pay for transportation from the airport.  Other services such as taxicabs at 

the Madison Metro Transit (Bus) System make frequent stops at the airport already.  

Though the airport employs many people, the light rail would likely not be utilized fully, 

and surrounding properties could see a decrease in property values, due to negative 

externalities of the LRT. 
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Census Tract 26.03 is a highly commercial area with East Towne Mall located 

here along with other large department stores.  The homes and apartment buildings 

located near the station will likely see an increase in property values.  Commercial 

properties will also likely see positive property value change, due to the high traffic in 

this area for shopping.  There are numerous restaurants and fast food establishments 

along this corridor and they should also experience an increase in property value. 

 

Conclusions: 

 Through the analysis of population density, activity centers, business growth, and 

other factors, a general ranking of the three routes has been be made.   The route that 

appears to be the least beneficial for property value change is Alternative 2.  This route 

faces potential problems of low ridership rates in Middleton, and does not benefit from 

the East Towne Mall access.  The Northeast neighborhoods of Madison this rail travels 

through are some of the poorest in Madison.  Displacement issues are definitely of 

concern here.  With that, Map 3 shows little growth in this area, all the way to the airport.  

Arguments have been made defending the importance of the airport, but the fact remains 

that the Dane County Regional Airport station would only benefit employees of the 

airport and the visitors flying in and out- not most Madison citizens on a day-to-day 

basis. For all of these reasons, this route seems to be the least beneficial to property 

values in Madison and the overall success of the proposed Madison LRT. 

 Alternative 1 is ranked second of the three.  It is ranked above Alternative 2 

because of the East Towne access and below Alternative 3 because of its starting point in 

Middleton.  The East Towne area shows great potential for success, but the census data 
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for Middleton shows a general non-interest in public transportation, and this makes 

Alternative 1 (and Alternative 2) somewhat unlikely to be an asset to these areas.  

Property values could very well go down in this area due to the potential of inactivity. 

The route that appears to have the potential to serve the most people and 

subsequently raise property values the most is Alternative 3.  This route especially 

benefits from its starting location at West Towne.  One of the biggest activity centers and 

fastest growing areas in the City of Madison is the west side, and Alternatives 1 and 2 

simply do not reach this area.  The use of the street running cars to bring riders closer to 

their destinations also exemplify the benefits that this alternative has to offer.  The route 

out to East Towne takes the train through some of the fastest growing areas in Madison, 

and will likely be even more beneficial in years to come.  Alternative 3 would be a great 

asset to properties throughout much of Dane County, and it serves great purpose for the 

present and the future. 
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Appendix A: 

Tract  Alt. 1 
Alt. 
2 Alt. 3 

109.02 m m l 
109.01 m m m 

108 l l l 
11.01 l l l 
110 h h l 
2.05 h h l 
2.04 m m h 
4.03 l l m 
5.04 l l l 

1 h h h 
2.02 m m h 
4.04 l l m 
5.03 l l l 

107.02 l l l 
2.01 m m h 
101 h h h 
3 h h h 

4.02 l l m 
5.01 l l l 

8 h h h 
4.01 l l l 

7 l l l 
6 l l l 
32 h h h 
9 h h h 
10 l l l 

14.02 l l l 
14.03 l l l 
107.01 l l l 
107.02 l l l 

11 h h h 
12 h h h 

16.01 m m m 
16.02 h h h 

13 l l l 
14.01 l l l 
15.02 l l l 
106 l l l 

17.01 h h h 
18 m m m 
19 h h h 
102 l m l 
21 m h m 
20 h m h 

26.01 h l h 
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27 m l m 
23.01 l m l 

22 l h l 
23.02 l l l 
24.01 l l l 
24.02 l m l 

25 l h l 
26.02 m m m 
26.03 h l h 
114 m l m 

30.02 m l m 
30.01 l l l 

28 l l l 
31 l l l 
29 l l l 
103 l l l 
104 l l l 

15.03 l l l 
106 l l l 

   (l = low, m = medium, h = high) 

 

 

 

 


